INTRODUCTION
CONTINUOUS variation is of major importance in evolution as well as in the more practical aspect of breeding for economic traits. A full description of phenotypic variation requires three main components viz., genetic, environmental and genotype-environmental interaction, that is:
Much work has been directed towards an understanding and description of genetic variability. Less effort has been devoted to the environmental component and still less to the interactive effect of the genotype and the environment. The present paper is primarily concerned with these two latter sources of variation.
The data used is taken from the results of an experiment on JTicotiana rustica initiated in 1946 by Professor Mather and thereafter continued for some years by himself and his colleagues (table i). The experiment included two inbred lines P1 and P. (Mather and Vines, 1952) and some of the various generations which can be raised from crosses between them, such as the F1, F2, backcrosses, etc. In all years flowering time from an arbitrary date and final height in inches were recorded. But for the purposes of the present investigation, only the data referring to the final height of the two inbred lines, P1 and F5, has been considered. These two lines have been propagated from year to year by the artificial selfing of individual plants. (b) Highest stability of performance (lowest variance over the possible environments). This definition is a desirable one, but as will be seen later, it by no means implies that highest performance and stability go hand in hand. In order to have a better understanding of what is meant by stability and performance over environments it is necessary to describe and estimate the environmental and genotype-environmental parameters.
For this purpose the model of Mather and Mather and Morley
Jones 1958, as applied to inbred homozygous lines in a series of macroenvironments will be used, in which:
This means that the phenotypic effect of each line has a genetic effect {d] (following Jinks and Morley Jones's 1958 notation) an environmental effect e and a joint effect of the genotype and the environment y or genotype-environmental interaction. The genetic value [d] will be considered as a constant and will be taken as the average deviation of the two lines from the over-all mid-parent (p).
(from table i).
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The environmental effect is the deviation of the mid-parent value of the two lines in a particular environment from p, so that ZE = 0.
In this way y will be the difference between the observed phenotypic value of a given line in a certain environment and its expected value obtained by summing the two additive, genetic and environmental components, so that: = It should be pointed out that y will include a random error which cannot be estimated because of the difficulty of replicating a genotype in the same set of micro-environmental conditions. If the model is for macro-environments, then the error will be the within, or the microenvironmental variance.
Therefore if two inbred lines, P1 and F5, consistently show the same phenotypic difference under different environmental conditions we can state that these particular genotypes are not interacting with the environment and, moreover, that they have the same stability, i.e. y = o; VP1 = VP5. If, on the other hand, the phenotypic differences between the two lines alters from one environment to another then clearly there is an interaction between the genotype and the environment taking place. The fact that [d] is a constant and E and y are variables whose values depend upon the particular environment the experiment is grown in, raises two questions.
(a) How to estimate the effects E and y and (b) Whether or not and v are independent variables.
The answer to the first question can be found by adding and subtracting the phenotypic expressions of P1 () and P5 () measured as deviations from . These have the following expectations;
[d]+ y = For the moment this regression line will be referred to as the function of the effect of the environment, and it is in itself a scale which can be used to remove the effect of the genotype-environmental interaction when estimating the average difference of two genotypes in a given environment. It follows that VP5-VP1 = 4 COVey and:
Coy ey (VP5-VP1)
On the left hand side we have the expectations of the parameters we are interested in while on the right hand side are given their estimated values for the JVIcotiana rustica data. The relative sizes of Ve and Vy are of importance to the breeder, but this topic will be discussed at length in a later paper. From the estimated value of fiwe can write down the equation relating e to y as: 10-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Fia. 2.-The function of the effect of the environment for two homozygous genotypes.
Numbers refer to environments in table 2.
COMPONENTS OF VARIABILITY I.
393 This is the regression line shown in fig. 2 and which merits further discussion. Genotypes P1 and P5 have been subject to changing environments. Change in locality and management mean that in the present experiment P1 and P5 have been subject to a wider range of environmental conditions than would be expected under a random sampling of the environments. The fact that the relationship of and y still holds means that [d] , the genetic difference, increases with slope /3 in an improving environment, and it is for this reason that we have referred to the regression line as the function of the effect of the environment.
It is worth noting that the function of e need not necessarily be linear. In fact it is expected that the slope will decline under extreme conditions but in so far as it is linear over the range of environments tested it means that alterations in the environment will result in corresponding changes in the phenotype. Because the function of is linear, we can recognise several different magnitudes of/3, namely:
/3>i, /3=r, /3<i, /3=o obviously the size of/3 indicates the values that e and y have relative to each other, so that when /3 is greater than i the absolute value of y is larger than €; when /3 = i, y = e and when /3 < x the interaction effect y will be smaller than the environmental effect E. Similarly for those situations in which /3 is negative. Finally, /3 can equal zero for one of two reasons. Either there is no genotype-environmental interaction i.e. y o and all the variation between environments can be ascribed solely to the environmental effect or y o but y is not a function of €. For example, a situation of this type can be visualised if we compare the phenotypic expression of two inbred lines which are adapted to two entirely different sets of environmental conditions. Furthermore let us suppose that the experiment is conducted in these two environments and all the range of environments in between. The yields of these two hypothetical lines are then expected to change gradually in an inverse way thus: performance. The extreme case described above, although quite frequent, causes no trouble to the breeder for the purpose of selection, since it is easily recognisable. The more general case is the one in which the genotypeenvironmental interaction is not very drastic, as in the case of the analyses we have made of P1 and P5 in Jficotiana rustica, in which Haldane (1946) has described six possible situations in regard to the relative sizes of these components and Mather and Jones (1958) have discussed them. Table 3 shows the expected phenotypic values which these six situations will have when the numerical values , 2, and 3 are given alternatively to [d] , and y respectively. Fig. 3 is a graphical representation of the change in phenotypic expression.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
(a) When E is positive, i.e. when the performance of the two genotypes is better than average, irrespective of the relative sizes of [d] , and y, A will always have greater expression of the character con- But if situations () () or (6) occur that is:
y > e > [d] then PB will be selected, since it will show a greater phenotypic expression under these particular environmental conditions. These r - In the biometrical model which has been adopted for the present investigation of genotype-environmental interaction, the absolute values of [d] , e and y will depend in magnitude upon the particular estimated value of u for any given set of data.
If the range of environments over which the experiment is conducted can be regarded as a random sample from the population of all possible environments, the estimates of j, [d] , and y can likewise be regarded as estimates of the population parameters. On the other hand, if the range of possible environments is extended by virtue of improved techniques then these new values of the parameters will reflect this improvement in the environment. But such an improvement need not necessarily alter the relationship between and y, as can be seen from the results of the J'Ticotiana rustica data already described.
Thus it follows that whenever the function of the environment is positive the most desirable genotypes are expected to perform best in the better environment, a fact which has been recognised for some considerable time by both plant and animal breeders.
3. SUMMARY A model has been developed which will enable the interaction between the genotype and the environment to be investigated in greater detail. This model has been applied to data obtained from two inbred lines of X. rustica over a period of i6 years at two locations.
In this particular set of data, analysis of generation means reveals that genotype-environmental interaction is linearly related to the environmental effect. The implications of this result and other possible situations which could arise have been discussed from the practical breeder's point-of-view.
